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The dynamical mechanical analysis of blood generally uses models inspired by conventional
flows, assuming scale-independent homogeneous flows and without considering fluid-surface
boundary interactions. The present experimental study highlights the pertinence of a nonconventional approach to identify dynamic properties of human blood plasma. A finite shear
elastic response (solid-like property) is identified in nearly static conditions, which also depends
on the scale (being reinforced at small scales). Therefore, blood plasma is a scale dependent
viscoelastic solid that flows over a weak stress threshold. This finding opens new routes for
medical diagnosis and device fabrication.

The transport mechanisms of blood in the vasculature face
multiple biological, physical, and biochemical parameters that
make their flow laws complex, specific, and fascinating. Ninety
years after the first works from Fahraeus and Lindqvist [1]
showing the decrease of blood viscosity with decreasing tube
diameter, numerous in-silico [2-4], ex-vivo [5-8], and in-vivo
studies [9-12] shed light on the behavior of blood cells in flow.
Bulk blood viscosity results from such behavior through red
blood cell (RBC) alignment in the streamlines and mutual
elastic cell-cell coupling [13]. The effect of blood viscosity on
vascular resistance includes several mechanisms; on one hand
blood itself generates processes in the vessel wall. Its flow
velocity and the degree of the cell-free layer along the wall
determine the endothelial wall shear stress [14,15] needed to
adjust the vessel diameter through mechanotransduction
[16,17]. Flowing RBCs rhythmically discharge ATP into blood
plasma, being a signal for NO production in endothelial cells
[18]. RBCs themselves release their NO into the vessel lumen
[19], and communicate the metabolic demand of tissues [20,21].
On the other hand, the vascular geometry influences blood
properties by the RBC distribution in the vessel cross-section,
by the induction of lift forces, and by the addition of pulsations
into blood flow along the elastic fibers in the vessel media
[4,13,22]. Therefore, blood and vessels must be recognized as a
functional unit to regulate the vascular resistance [23]. Their
interaction anticipates a well-designed interface.
Considering the huge information available on the molecular
interactions between blood and vessel wall [24], it is surprising
that the dynamic of the interface is less explored, even though
an immobile plasma portion was postulated already 50 years
ago [25]. Blood cells do not shear directly along the endothelial
cell surface, as there is a fluid layer of significant length in
between, which resists compression and local shear stresses
[26]. The fluidic blood-wall interface starts with hydrated
proteoglycans, hyaluronan, and glycoproteins on the
endothelial surface and extends towards the vessel lumen
through adhesion of plasma proteins to form the endothelial
surface layer (ESL) [26,27]. This 0.5-3.0 µm layer is fragile and
its characterization is difficult being tributary of the technique
that is used to analyze it [28,29]. It allows passage of leucocytes
through it, but re-arranges quickly to its original thickness,

once, the cell has left the layer. It influences the blood flow
profile [30] and the RBC-wall interactions [31], often by
minimizing the amount of leucocytes, lipoproteins and
fibrinogen [32] at close proximity to the endothelium. By
mechanical means, the protective role of the ESL is the result
of its thickness and viscoelasticity. Pries and coworkers [33]
postulated structures forming the layer. But where would these
elastic structures come from and how stabile are they?
A classical approach to identify viscoelasticity of liquids is
rheology. The current state of the art in conventional rheometry
consists in measuring the resistance of the fluid to a shear strain
while the sample is placed between two metallic surfaces. One
surface is animated of an oscillatory motion while the other one
is linked to a sensor to measure the shear stress dynamically
transmitted from one substrate to the other one by the sample.
It is often forgotten that this technique is entirely dependent on
the interaction between the sample and the substrate since a
good adhesion of the sample on the substrate is needed to
transmit the shear forces. Metallic surfaces are highly
unphysiological and might not provide the best anchor for
blood. Classical rheometry (gap width of 1 mm) also
underestimates the importance of the scale. A testing on
macroscopic scales will not capture the quality of interaction
between the fluid and its boundaries, especially if the elastic
layer is thin. We therefore adapted the dynamic characterization
of blood plasma to access its true properties.
The methodology includes an optimized stress transfer through
the liquid by enhancing the force of interaction of its first
molecular layers to the two surfaces in the rheometer. Excellent
wetting is a prerequisite to optimize the no-slippage condition
[34]. The degree of wetting can be characterized by the method
of the contact angle θ (Fig. 1). Different approaches have shown
that the slippage propensity is reduced when the contact angle
is reduced [34]. Low strain and the reinforcement of the fluid substrate cohesion enable to access higher viscoelastic moduli,
and at small scale revealed the elastic character of ordinary
liquids and fluids [35,36]. The improved wetting method
combined to a conventional rheometer showed that ordinary
liquids (classified Newtonian by classical rheometry) exhibited
a solid-like response below an elastic threshold [37,42]. We felt
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therefore confident to find such elasticity in blood plasma after
removal of cells that usually provide the elasticity [43].
We optimized the plasma – substrate interaction by means of
zero-porosity alumina surfaces. Alumina is chemically and
biologically inert and provides a high-energy surface. Blood
plasma contains 90% water and must exhibit total wetting
(illustrated schematically in Fig. 1) on it. Therefore, the applied
experimental conditions are as much as possible non-dissipative
for low strain measurements to minimize the no-slippage
condition. In rheometry, the shear stress σ(ω) that had to be
transmitted through the sample is a synchronic function of the
input shear strain wave: σ(ω) = γ0 . sin(ω.t +∆φ), where γ0 is a
small strain amplitude, ω is the frequency, and ∆φ is the phase
shift between the input and output signals. The shear stress is
transmitted along a path in the fluid thickness. The response
measured in a strain range where the response is proportional to
the applied strain (linear response) is conventionally expressed
in terms of elastic (G') and viscous (G") moduli that
characterize the dynamic properties: σ(ω)= γ0.(G’(ω).sin(ω.t) +
G’’(ω).cos(ω.t)) (see Fig. 2). We also investigated the effect of
fluid thickness, to see if the elastic behavior could be more
pronounced when the fluid thickness scales down towards the
arteriolar diameter. After giving informed consent (EK Nr.
2114/2019), blood was obtained from a healthy volunteer by
puncturing the antecubital vein with a 21G butterfly needle that
was connected to a vacutainer system (Greiner Bio-One,
Austria), containing EDTA for anticoagulation. Whole blood
was centrifuged to obtain platelet-depleted plasma (2310g for
30 minutes) and cooled until essayed. Samples were tested in a
ceramic plate-plate (40 mm diameter) environment at ambient
temperature using an ARES2 rheometer (TA Instruments,
USA).
In our hands blood plasma could be measured at nearly static
conditions, and due to the improved cohesion to the plates we
were able to identify it as a viscoelastic solid whose elasticity
improved at lower sample thickness. The results are shown in
detail in the following.
Figure 3 displays the dynamic response of a 0.300mm thickness
blood plasma sample submitted to an oscillatory shear sine
input over a wide frequency range (0.04 rad/s – 100 rad/s). Low
strain amplitude conditions were applied (1.5%) to test the fluid
in nearly equilibrium conditions. The elastic modulus G'
dominated the dynamic response indicating that plasma
responds nearly instantaneously to the oscillatory strain field
within this frequency. Viscous dissipation was low, since G"
exhibited values 3 times lower than G'. This means that plasma
did not flow but oscillated as a whole at the same frequency at
which it was excited. Both moduli increased at higher
frequency, indicating a reinforcement of the strength at faster
motions.
To test the resistance of the shear elastic response to a
mechanical stress, the response of blood plasma was examined
as a function of the strain amplitude. The chosen frequency
corresponded to the resting heart rate (10 rad/s). Figure 4
displays the evolution of the shear elasticity at room
temperature as a function of the strain amplitude at small (0.300
mm) and large (1.100 mm) scales. Three regimes are

distinguished. At low strain amplitude (γ < 200 %), the shear
elastic modulus G’(ω) was higher than the shear viscous
modulus G”(ω). The viscous component (G”) contributed to
about 20 % of the total modulus given by G = √(G’ 2 + G” 2).
At higher strain amplitudes (300 % < γ < 500 %), both moduli
collapsed with a more pronounced fall for G’(ω), leading to a
crossover, which marks the change of behavior from solid-like
to viscous-like. At very high strain amplitude (γ > 600 %), the
viscous modulus dominated and the elastic component became
negligible (less than 1% of G”(ω)). Viscous behavior was
present in the high strain amplitude regime only. Prior to it,
blood plasma exhibited an elastic-like regime.
Since the lowest strain amplitudes correspond to less perturbing
conditions, the elastic response is the fundamental response of
the fluid. In contrast, the viscous flow is the dynamic response
produced by the asymptotic vanishing of the shear elasticity at
high strain amplitudes. Similar strain dependence schemes have
been reported in simple liquids and viscoelastic fluids (polymer
melts, glass formers) by different authors [35-42]. The elastic
regime is accessible by applying near equilibrium strain
conditions, which is possible only under low strain and high
wetting substrate. At high strain amplitudes this behavior is
quickly lost in favor of apparent flow behavior. The fragility of
this solid-like response underlines the experimental difficulty to
access to the fundamental elastic response of blood plasma in
former studies.
Amplitude sweep tests carried out at different sample
thicknesses show that the elastic response was accessible up to
0.300 mm using optimized wetting conditions, but decreased
with increasing gap width. At larger sample thicknesses the
elastic response vanished. The shear elastic response is
therefore lost at high strain amplitudes and large thicknesses.
This means that such conditions are away from equilibrium
conditions of blood plasma. Figure 5a summarizes the evolution
of the shear elasticity of the sample as a function of its
thickness. Figure 5b shows the G'-values at near-linear
response. As explained above, the elastic plateau developed at
very low strains (γ < 5 %) and decreased until both moduli drop
abruptly at about 300 %, at which strain the sample yielded
(compare also with Fig. 4). After yielding, the shear elastic
moduli converged and became indistinguishable from values
measured at other gap thicknesses. The sample exhibited a
strong non-linear behavior, and shear elasticity reached
asymptotic behavior, typical for a large scale. Blood flow
therefore needs large strain amplitudes or large vessel diameters
to ensure conditions for an asymptotic behavior and a collapse
of shear elasticity in the center of the bloodstream.
In conclusion, we have revealed that platelet depleted plasma
exhibits a finite shear elastic response within a frequency range
that covers the human heart rate. Its response to an oscillatory
shear stress excitation in nearly static conditions (down to 0.04
rad/s upon applying low strain amplitude perturbation) is
fundamentally elastic-like. Thus, for blood plasma to flow, the
strain impulse has to overpass an elastic threshold. The
Newtonian flow behavior is recovered at large strain amplitudes
only, indicating that the classification of blood plasma as a
Newtonian fluid is a partial description of its mechanical
properties. High flow, high shear rates, and pulsations are
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needed to overcome the fundamental elastic property of blood
plasma.
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Additionally we have demonstrated the dimensional properties
of shear elasticity by highlighting its reinforcement by the
elastic threshold when the probed volume was reduced.
Reciprocally, the elastic behavior progressively collapses at
large scale and/or at large strain amplitudes, indicating that the
viscous behavior observed at larger scales is an asymptotic
behavior resulting from the vanishing of the shear elasticity.
The present study does not pretend to mimic the endothelium
that is the physiological lining for blood, but evidences that a
modification of the boundary surface has deep consequences for
blood flow. In the present case, our results highlight the
importance of optimizing interfacial fluid/substrate
interactions. The identification of blood plasma´s shear
elasticity is in agreement with other works carried out at small
scales on liquid water, heptadecane, glycerol, o-terphenyl, or
polymer melts. These experiments were carried out using
different methods, but by optimizing the conditions of the
motion transfer from the stress source to the fluid [35-42]. This
appears as the key point in the dynamic characterization of
materials. “Static” shear elasticity in the fluidic state reveals
collective properties that involve long-range interactions. These
elastic forces must originate from intermolecular interactions,
possibly from hydrogen bond interconnectivity. In agreement
with the pioneering Derjaguin’s works [35], the investigations
presented confirm that shear elasticity is a generic property of
fluids, including also physiological liquids. The shear elasticity
found here cannot be compared to ‘conventional’ solids
characterized by much higher moduli. It is also weak in
comparison to the high frequency moduli that were measured in
liquids at 73 kHz [35], at intermediate frequencies of 10 MHz
[36], or at GHz frequencies [44]. The low frequency elasticity
is nevertheless of utmost physiological importance since it tells
us that blood plasma resists to weak shear flow. This might
explain the retardation of the plasma motion relative to that of
RBCs in the peripheral circulation [45]. Since the elasticity
increases at low thickness, it will be found predominantly at the
proximity of the vessel wall. The contribution of plasma
proteins to endothelial surface layer is a well-accepted issue
[29,33]. But our finding highlights that this layer is not only
fluidic (as recognized so far), but contributes elastically as well.
Its thickness scales with the cohesion between the components
of plasma and the endothelial glycocalix underneath (note that
enzymatic degradation of the glycocalix can increase blood
flow [30] and the local hematocrit [46]), and with the blood flow
velocity. A "static" shear elastic layer supports the transmission
of transverse shear waves originating from the flowing blood
volume to the endothelium, a matter that was found by
theoretical modeling for cells embedded in extracellular matrix
[28]. The blood plasma property shown here justifies the large
integrity of the intraluminal vascular cell-free layer shown in rat
mesenteric arteries [47], and underlines its protective role for
the endothelium that has been often discussed previously
[27,29,48,49].
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a)

b)

FIG. 4: Strain induced transition from elastic to viscous regime
of the viscoelastic moduli of human blood plasma at ω = 10
rad/s and total wetting conditions at two gap thicknesses; a)
0.300 mm, b) 1.100 mm. Due to instrumental limitation, higher
strain amplitudes were not probed (γ0 evolves from 1 % up to
1200 %).
FIG. 1: schemes of partial and total wetting at macroscopic
scale (upper figures) and at micron-scale (bottom figures).
High-energy surfaces like alumina provide total wetting down
to the micron-scale and improve the measurement enabling the
access to shear elasticity.

FIG. 2: A general principle to characterize physical properties
is to submit the sample to an external stress and to observe its
response function. Here, blood plasma is submitted to a
mechanical shear strain and we probe its dynamic state via
accessing its stress response (in terms of shear elastic (G') and
viscous (G”) moduli). When the input signal (here a sinusoidal
strain: ─) and the output signal (the shear stress: ─) are phaseshifted of less than ∆φ<<π/4, G' > G” and the material is
characterized by a solid-type behavior. A phase shift larger
than ∆φ>π/4 indicates that the viscous behavior dominates,
G’’ > G’ (the dashed lines represent ∆φ=π/4 (----)). At ∆φ
=π/2, the material exhibits a purely viscous behavior (G”
scales with the frequency and G' becomes negligible).

FIG. 5: Evolution of the blood plasma shear elasticity
measured at different thicknesses from 0.300 mm up to
1.100 mm versus strain amplitude (room temperature
:
measurements, total wetting (alumina surfaces)):
0.300 mm, ■: 0.500 mm, ▲: 0.700 mm, ▼: 0.900 mm, ♦:
1.150 mm. The insert summarizes the evolution of the low
strain amplitude shear elasticity (values near to the elastic
plateau, logarithmic scale) versus gap thickness.

FIG. 3: Dynamic moduli (G' and G”) of a 0.300mm thick
blood plasma versus frequency in low strain conditions (total
wetting conditions - 1.5 % strain amplitude, room temperature
measurements). The vertical lines point out the physiological
heartbeat frequency domain (1-1.5 Hz).
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